




KAC Gear is the central stop for all your Knight’s Armament Company merchandise. It 
consists of fashions for both men and women, and all manner of accessories. Baggage 
and other nylon goods are also featured here and serve as fashionable arm candy as well 
as rugged range gear. Be sure to browse through the posters, stickers, or other printed 
mediums and share some Knight’s Armament propaganda. The imperishable quality of 
Knight’s Armament products and the dedication to useful and durable designs has been 
translated to the Knight’s Gear line of products. Experience the difference and show 
off your Knight’s pride with some Knight’s Gear today! International Shipping available.



PN: KG15611 PN: KG19293-BLK
X-LMG Shirt

PN: KG15608
Blackout

Sporting the American Flag 
silhouetted in the Knight’s X-LMG on 
the back,  KAC on the front left chest. 
Sizes S-XXL. Sizes may run small.

Knight’s crest on back, KAC 
on the front, and the American 
Flag on the right sleeve. Sizes  
S-XXL. Sizes may run small.

KAC Hat

2 color options Black/Red and 
Khaki/Black. Features the Crest on 
the left side panel, the American 
flag on the opposing side and KAC 
is stitched boldly on the front.



Blackout
PN: KG10096 PN: KG19283

KAC 6pk Cooler
PN: KG10062-CAM

SR-25 Flask and Pouch

KAC SR-25 Magazine Flask. Modeled 
directly from the dimensions of an 
issue SR-25 Magazine. Comes in a 
KAC Single 7.62 Mag Pouch. Available 
in Coyote, Gray, and MultiCam.

KAC Velcro Hat

Easy access top, pockets on 2 sides, 
durable top strap with velcro close. 
Comes with custom fit freezer 
pack. Easily holds 6 cans. Available in 
Coyote, Blue, Gray, and Multicam.

KAC logo on both sides. Velcro located 
on front, top and on the back. These are 
fully customizable with your own patches. 
Available in Black, Tan and Green.





A tactical cooler is what you have been waiting for your whole life. Easy access zip top for loading, 
and zip openings on the bottom corners for easy unloading. One pocket for other essentials, durable 
cross body strap, 10mm cell foam for insulation, and side zippers so you can zip multiple coolers 
together. Covered in molle and the Knight’s Crest embroidered on top for all to see. Comes with 2 
custom fit freezer packs that fits 4 cans in each cove to keep drinks extra cold. Easily holds 12 cans 
of the tasty beverages of your choice. Available in 4 color options Coyote, Blue, Gray, and Multicam. 

PN: KG10097

KAC 12PK Cooler



PN: KG58523 PN: KG19290
KAC Patch

PN: KG58499
PVC Crest Patch

3” X 1.4” KAC Velcro-backed, 
PVC patch. These rugged patches 
are available in black and couple 
perfectly with any KAC Gear and 
come equipped with hook backing. 

Pack of two Velcro-backed PVC 
patches of the KAC Crest. Equipped 
with hook and loop fasteners. Size is 
approx.  2”Available in black and desert. 

Crest Outdoor Cap

Moisture wicking beanie with the 
KAC Crest Embroidered in gray 
is rated for quick-wick, quick-cool, 
and quick-dry. One size fits most.



PN: KG10030-BLK3 PN: KG10059-BLK
KAC Keyport 3

PN: KG10007
KAC Zippo

KAC Zippo is 1.5” x 2.25”
Black matte, genuine USA made, 
wind resistant , Zippo  lighter   with  
the Knight’s crest in gold on front. 

KAC Shot

The KAC  Keyport Slide 2.0. The BLK-3 
includes the keyport slide 2.0, 3 standard 
blades (does not include chipped auto/
motoblade) one mini LED, 8GB USB Flash 
Drive, Bottle opener, S-Biner MicroLock.

There isn’t a better way to show off your 
new bar skills than mixing shots into the 
KAC SHOT. These black shot glasses 
have the KAC crest in gray on each. 





Introducing a timepiece that stands up to tough environments while providing a high level of functionality. 
The Knight’s Watch is the perfect accessory to add to your everyday wear. Featuring a Carbon Fiber dial 
with luminous hands, the sleek blacked out look allows the watch to be worn everyday or for those special 
events. The Titanium case and counterclockwise rotating bezel house a Swiss Ronda Movement with a screw 
down crown. Glare and scratch resistant sapphire crystal and water proof up to 100 meters allows for full 
time wear. The Knight’s Crest is prominently placed under the 12 o’clock position on the face of the watch 
with bold numbers as well as the date at the 3 o’clock position. The 24 mm silicone black out strap matches 
the dimpling texture that is found on our signature reduction devices giving it that special Knight’s touch. 

The Knight’s Watch

PN: KG58516-KT



PN: KG19292-3 PN: KG19284
Knight Guard

PN: KG10070
KAC Tumbler

 Offering up to 30 UPF sun protection, 
the KAC Guard is 100% moisture-
wicking polyester microfiber. Each 
one containing it’s own unique look. 
Approx. 20” x 9.5”One size fits most. 

A 16oz vacuum insulated stainless 
steel tumbler. A 360 degree lid 
makes for easy use as well as cleaning 
and care. Comes in Matte Black 
with the Knight’s Crest logo in gray. 

KAC Embroidered Hat

Flex-fit hats available in black 
or khaki, embroidered with the 
KAC crest on the front panels 
and Knight’s Armament on the 
wearer’s right side. Flex-fit hats are 
one size fits many: S-M or L-XL



PN: KG10074 PN: KG15607
KAC Multi Tool 

PN: KG10095-KT
Guitar Picks

KAC Guitar picks comes with 14 different 
style picks for you to jam out with. Guitar 
picks come in a tin with KAC on the top. 

KAC Long Sleeve Shirt

Conveniently carry the common tools 
needed to configure your rifle with our 
folding tool set. Includes 1/2” open end 
wrench, 3/16” flat blade screwdriver, 
3/32” and 1/8” hex, and T15 wrenches. 

The sleeves are branded with the Knight‘s 
crest on the left, and the American Flag 
on right, always moving forward. All-
cotton construction lends lasting comfort 
in this long sleeve shirt. Sizes S-XXL. 





The Knight’s/Emerson Government/Tanto Mule Knife collaboration piece is truly a unique knife for a 
collector. Constructed of thick, battle-proven 154CM Steel, nearly .200” thick, it features a combat ready 
tanto blade that is every bit as tough as it looks. The handles are black with KAC signature dimple effect 
and they are securely bolted to the handle with industrial strength, nut and bolt hardware. It is an Ernest 
Emerson design with legendary “Emerson Ergonomics” that are everything you’ve come to expect from 
Emerson Knives while keeping with the unique Knight’s look. Comes in a nylon sheath with Kydex insert. 

PN: KG10098

Knight’s/Emerson Government/Tanto Mule Collaboration Knife

OVERALL LENGTH: 10.2IN

BLADE THICKNESS: .175IN

BLADE LENGTH: 4.8IN

HARDNESS: RC 57-59

BLADE: 154 CM

FINISH: BLACK



PN: KG10035-WHI PN: KG10025
KAC Golf Balls

PN: KG10037-SIL
KAC Ball Marker

TaylorMade Burner Golf 
Balls, that sport the Knight’s 
Armament Crest Logo in black. 
One pack of golf balls contain 12 
balls for play out on the green. 

Clip easily attaches to the brim of your 
favorite cap for convenient access. 
Visible, Knight Crest logo design 
is easily recognizable on the green 
also being a magnetic ball marker it 
stays securely attached to the clip. 

KAC Coffe Cup

This 12oz black matte coffee mug 
rocks the KAC Crest in sleek 
gloss black screen print on one 
side and our website on the other. 



PN: KG30439 PN: KG19294-BLK
KAC Knight Light

PN: KG10060
Knight’s Pint Glasses

Knight’s Pint glasses sold in sets of 4, these 
pint glasses have the Knight’s Armament 
Crest in black on each. They are a great 
accessory to add to your bar and/or home. 

Tactical Shooter Hat

Solid aluminum with styling cues 
taken from our line of QDC sound 
suppressors and utilizing cutting 
edge internals from Elzetta.  
Internals and body made in the USA. 

6 panel, tuck strap with plastic slide 
closure making this a one size fits most, 
and low crown lets you accommodate an 
earpiece. Available in Black/Gray or Khaki 
/Tan the Knight’s Crest is front and center, 
while KAC is stitched boldly on the back. 





KAC American Made

Show off your American pride with your very own KAC American Made shirt. Featuring our Knight’s 
Armament crest logo on the front of the shirt. The back of the shirt shows off an oversized print of the 
American flag. This shirt is high quality and made with comfortable materials that are used in all of Knight’s 
apparel. Best benefit of this shirt is it’s made in the USA, by American Apparel. Available in white, sizes S-XXL. 

PN: KG15600



info@kacgear.com kacgear.com 321.607.9900
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